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Expanding the Mind and MORE!
By Joyce , from her God within
# 01 Mar 9, 2010

A collection from Joyce from AHS. http://groups.yahoo.com/group/AHSupport
Channeling Messages
I have eliminated personal messages. Some of what remains might be useful - remebere i
am just a practicing note taker here for the channeled information to and through the God
within. You may well find that i need alot more practice! (Candace: these are impressive
Joyce, I think you are doing quite well!)
Taking notes from my attunement to and through GOD within:
Expanding the Mind 022510
We mean the intangible mind AND the brain as its vehicle when we speak of expanding
the mind - for what good would an expanded mind be without a manifest receiver? So we
say to you that there will be a period in which you feel your minds stretch to the "breaking
point" with totally new and revised mental constructs and the brain capacity will follow.
How long will this take and in what forms will it "arrive" in your experience? All will be
unique in the way this plays out - for some, there will be physical complaints in the head
and neck region, for others, there will be none of this. Some have been stretching the mind
for a good while and will remember periods when they did experience anomalies in these
regions that passed with time.
(Candace: let me remind your readers, that your heads may well grow in size because of
the expanding brain! I covered this months ago around the end of summer. Look thru my
writings for the one that has MY BIG HEAD in the title. My sutures of my skull continue to
expand since then.)
Let's be clear that here is much gray matter that is to be woken up in many. We are now
on the fast track. Telepathic and intuitive capability will expand greatly - as this is the
NORMAL being restored. Yes the normal communication lines are becoming reconnected.
So go ahead with using them in connecting with your higher self, guides and guardians for these are the sources of much needed assistance to you. Much of what is received is of
a personal nature to assist your little self along the way.
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Much of this transition will be stretching your capacity to love more fully in the truer sense
of its meaning. Indeed - this is the answer to most seeming obstacles. Your willingness to
listen and then ACT is of utmost importance.
Do not toy with receiving messages - they will stop - or worse - become tainted with the
dark. Pure intent invites wonderful protection. Realize that, in many cases, these will be the
much more capable YOU reaching out to the little you. It is important - otherwise the
energy would not have been directed as such. Until tomorrow.
Later on:
Now let us speak of the collective mind, the expansion of the collective mind and your part
in this. Do you realize that you both tap and feed the collective mind - constantly? Do you
know that your capacity to consciously utilize this has been nearly shut down compliments of the dark? Well NO MORE. Expect great ideas, expect greater realization of
oneness, expect to be intimately involved in receiving and manifesting these things in your
day to day. Oh how nice you say - yes, it is - challenging too! So none of you will be bored.
It is time to start living again as it was meant to be. Strap on your seatbelts, take the
steering wheel, and use the divine map that is ALWAYS available to you if you will but
listen within.
You may think of this as a perfected GPS driven by the collective MIND to navigate you
through these moments.
What We Know
We know that the plan will be realized for Earth and its caretakers
We know that the light is impossible to stop
We know that the sun is ecstatic in his role as your father in this system
We know that the mother is anxious in her willingness to move forward as she absorbs and
reflects new energy from the father
We know that there is much to celebrate. It is already done in the higher realms.
We suggest that you face the sun with closed eyes, raise your palms, and open your
mouth widely as a baby bird) and let the sun shine on the back of your throat for a few
minutes each day.
We will discuss the results of this within the next several days.
022710

(Chile 8.8 earthquake)Well - now you can expect more and more of this about the
ring of fire with unexpected zones being affected as a result of these movements and so on and so on. California will be one of those areas greatly impacted - as she
has gone well past her timing on this. Expect the volcanoes in the upper west to be
awakened as well.
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030110
People - do you not hear me when I say that change will come whether you are ready or
not. You will! once the many - and we mean MANY changes become evident - you will
become a believer. Preparation is key. Do what you can now to align your thinking and
your actions with the upper light to ride the waves of these changes. What changes?, you
ask. You already know of some of the portended changes such as earthquakes, and
related changes initiating mostly around the ring of fire.
But what will catch many unprepared are the weather-related changes. All of this is very
far-reaching in its impact on food and travel. Many systems will grind to a halt forcing many
to turn within for that center point of stillness to maintain their balance. Many geographies
that thought that they would be unaffected WILL be involved. So, everyone should be
preparing by establishing a firm contact with the stillness within. It will be like roller coaster
ride (and we know how much you like them, my dear) So fasten your seatbelt, expect to
have a bumpy ride, and smile from the inside out knowing that all is well in the divine plan
at work.
Truth be known, it would be advantageous to the US to be shocked into truth by events
coming to the California region. You can expect this sooner than later, as it is already in
motion.
Prospecting for the diamonds amongst the carbon is something akin to finding the rare
instrument of pure intent and ability to communicate. We prospect and refine using
pressures to grow the sparkling gems (instruments) that we utilize to bridge the
communication gap with humanity. Be mindful that we do not intend for this to be a
permanent means - it is a temporary connection until EACH one grows his own
connectivity into a liquid diamond light that far surpasses anyone's ability to communicate
for another.
030310

Please be on standby for a message. Yes we note your exhilaration today.
Meet me where I AM in truth! For I AM the center of thy being, at God's central
computer if you will. Answer for me the following: Are you one with me, or a
reflection of me, or separate from me? All of these would be true to differing
degrees - this is where your consciousness is at the moment. It is a matter of
CHOICE. Where you are I AM - where I AM you are to the degree that you realize it, is
your vibrational experience.
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Me: I would choose to be with you in the vibration of Paradise.
And so you are - but you are also in this moment in a physical body with a mission that
requires a filtering of this Paradise energy. It is quite wonderful that one can choose to
learn to play the cosmic keyboard is it not? Place yourself as close to me as possible right
now.
Me: I feel the joy /bliss that I was noting earlier today.
Exactly! And you are experiencing that part of me through your vehicles and in physicality.
This is what the Great Work is all about Dear One! Choose this more often until it becomes
a steady habit. You will notice some minor and some not so minor changes manifesting as
a result of your efforts. Some changes will be in your body, others in your surroundings but mostly those in your perceptions, your consciousness. This is the opportunity for all
upon the earth that would choose it now during these opportune energies, Dear - ALL.
It is not secret - on the contrary - it is whispered to each from within to those that will hear.
LISTEN to this clarion call calling you to these vibrations from your Father's home. There is
nothing more fulfilling than this. These vibrations are packed with nurturing energies,
information and instruction that can be downloaded if you will into the human instrument.
Monitor your progress with this. Note those times when the information peeks through this will be occurring more and more frequently. Press not to make this happen - but allow
this to happen in your experience - as it already IS.
End
Attuned to CM = saw large foreheaded figure quickly packing up, readying necessities
and suggesting that we do the same as it will be days -not months to realize major
changes now. (Candace: He does have a Large forehead, and I have posted an image
similar to what he looks like, under the section about the team members of AH.)
030410 (posted)
Prosperous times ahead! It is clear that I've surprised and confused you with that one.
What is meant by "prosperous" is that invaluable truths will come to light, invaluable raising
of mental constructs, invaluable realization of oneness - these are the riches I speak of!
These are the things that will fill one's spiritual piggy bank and one's spiritual belly and
craving for an unknown satisfaction.
All else leaves you spiritually malnourished - and you know it - but you have not - until this
point - been able to break through to experience these truths in a more tangible way. Get
ready! I have already started the outflow of this premium quality nourishment for my
children. Open up ( saw the open baby bird mouths again) to receive it!
Well what do I do with it when I receive it? - you might well ask. DIGEST IT. Extract the
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perfect nutrition from it to grow on all levels of your expression. That is what it is for, my
children - you will be starved no longer!
(now a different more stern vibration)
Expect a special dessert to be served this weekend.
Me: What do you mean dessert?
Nosy. (pause)
We are not finished. There will be an unparalleled event that will occur within your
experience of this weekend.
Me: I thought you stayed away from giving dates. That makes me all the more hesitant to
share this.
And therein is your little test.
Me: So, is this meant to be shared, or it personal guidance?
I thought we were clear on that. You are encouraged to share this information so that all
can be seated at the dining table with napkin in lap!
That is all. Go about it.
030510

Chipping away at the little self sculpts it into a work of art that conveys meaning, purpose,
and has an effect on those that are encountered. This is what you are doing when
practicing meditation and joining with others to radiate positiveness. The "work of living
art" is often not aware of the effect - yet this diminishes not the effect. The intent is
paramount. So, remember to set the intent each morning upon rising - for each day is a
cocreative event.

030610
THIS WILL END!
The peace and turmoil spectrum of duality that has worn workers to the bone - THIS WILL
END. It will not happen overnight - but it will end. And a great step forward is happening
now to that end. I have NOT forsaken you! Let it NEVER be said or thought that I have
forsaken my children as it would be impossible for me to feel their dulled agony and turn
away. Intervention is my prerogative - and I shall use it liberally to clean house! Loss of my
dear ones to despair is NOT an acceptable loss. Many have been beaten by the system
into submission to the point that identity has been questioned, alignment with the light has
been questioned, GOD has been questioned - even after a millennium of work in the light.
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This is unacceptable. I DO extend my hand to you, I DO offer you passage on my ship of
souls, I DO NOT FORSAKE MINE OWN. To those that are so war torn, I say that the time
is now. Raise your vibration in intent to be with me - and it shall be so.

030710

Think. Think of those times when you have been most vulnerable and low. And now
think of those times when you have been most deeply joyful. What has made the
difference in your experience? Choice! You choose this. Therefore we say to you to
choose the joyous vibration as it is not only a much higher expression - but also
serves as a protective shield. How wonderful! Sovereign choice is so different that
the day to day free will that you speak of. Choice comes from the consciousness
and empowers the lifeform to do what he is meant to do - EXPLORE! EXPERIMENT!
ENJOY! There is such abundance that has been closed off to your experience until
now. Welcome to this most joyous realm of sovereignty!

Yes - you will recall your chosen personal motto "FREEDOM" - and have a deeper
appreciation for that vibration. And with sovereign freedom comes the greater responsibility
for choices aligned with the light. Shedding the heavy mantle of deep density is a very
joyful thing indeed.
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Assisting Others in Shock
By Christ Michael and Joyce
# 02 Mar 17, 2010

Assisting ones in Shock
March 13, 2010
Me: It is my intent to ask for truth in assisting others with loss of their
loved ones and the shock of changes. I wish to know how I can be of service to
them.
Hello dear. CM here. We are happy to oblige as this is the type of information
we wish to provide through you.
A formula, if you will, is not useful for all cases that you will encounter for
each will be unique. There are some general patterns in the human experience of
loss that will be valuable to examine here. Know that the initial tearing
asunder of their beliefs, their reality that included the "missing" individuals
will create the shock that will sneak up on some and will hit others like a
brick wall.
Dealing effectively with these situations will always first entail
an acknowledgement of the person's loss. It should then include making oneself
available to listen - not to provide unrequested advice. This listening will
allow them to open the door to possible answers beyond their fear. Until that
point - there is no open door.
So wait patiently until the request is made.
Then offer in the simplest form in words that are meaningful to the culture mindset
and practices of the individual. Offer up certain leading questions that he
individual will begin to fill in for themselves. This brings comfort and
believability to the process of understanding - it can come no other way than
through the individual. As the host often says about communication "questions
are a good thing". It is true, as it lays common level ground for the exchange
and begins to build trust when trust has been shattered. Offer little bits of
information in the form of questions - Do you think it is possible that ... Do not
overwhelm an individual with information that they have not requested. It will
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slam the door shut to the possibility of connecting to a greater reality
lifeline that they can make sense from.
This is all for now. We will talk more about this important issue.
We shall continue. In preparation for meeting and helping individuals, one
should clear oneself, protect oneself, attune oneself and bring in the Christ
Light. Then extend a secondary "bubble" of this energy out toward the
individual. They will accept this energy if it is their will and timing to do
so. Then begins the acknowledgement and listening. It is imperative that you
offer this light connection for them and honor their choice in drinking it in to
light and organize their own energy. Think on this.
We will talk again later.
Taking Notes throughthe Higher Self 031310
I AM THAT IAM
Joyce
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Ostentatiousness and Promises
By Christ Michael thru Joyce
# 03 Apr 8, 2010

Christ Michael: Ostentatiousness - go ahead and write that down.
All of my children are dearly loved - one no more than another. There is NO
reason for separating yourselves by this non-existent measurement. Nor is there
any qualifier that will make you more loved - for you are loved completely.
I see easily all of the growth still needed and the misconceptions and missteps
that you make - even against divine will - and I could not love you more. Can
you not emulate this with you darkest brethren? Do as I do. Try to do as I do,
in earnest - and I will do the rest.
Imagine not that one stands above or ahead of the other in the great line towards
Godliness - for the road is ETERNAL mydears. Imagine yourselves to be looking me
straight in the eye and seeingyourself reflected as I see you beloveds!
Then turn to your darkest brother andlet their God Self be reflected back to themselves in
your eyes. This ONErealization will carry you far in your understanding of ONENESS. And
THAT mydears is a launch pad to many other truths that you will come to KNOW.
Acting "puffed up" or "better than" is just that - acting. It has exactly NO basis in
TRUTH. NONE. Nor does the act of making yourselves "less than" another - for
that is a pattern borne of slavery, my dears. BANISH it from your thinking for it serves not GOD.
When we talk of a level playing field going forward into
this new world - we mean just that. None is at a disadvantage - but the school
bell rings again! The classroom has been remodeled and stocked full of the
textbooks of truth to be used as building blocks of your new civilization.
So you might say that a distinct advantage is given to TRUTH. That is the nature of
truth - it is STRONG and shines brightly in dimmed spaces - including the dark
areas of your collective mind. You are all one and the light you see shining
from ME is reflected in you. Do me proud!
Taking Notes thru the Higher Self 040710
I AM THAT I AM
Joyce
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Take on the Mantle of Christ that you might serve.
By Christ Michael thru Joyce
# 04 Apr 8, 2010

Take on the Mantle of Christ that you might serve. Choose it, receive it, become
one with it. It is time. Wear this mantle as an apron of service to your
brothers and sisters. Know that this mantle is an endless outpouring of the
proper energies flowing through you at the right time.
Your little self need not
concern itself with the managing of ANY of this - but only to cooperate with
this energy. BE as a conduit for the work I AM DOING through you, my elder
children. As you pour forth, so you are protected. Breathe with ME. Act with ME.
Be steady and serene as you are mighty warriors when donning the Mantle of
Christ! Move with surety in MY footsteps as I lay them out perfectly before you.
GO!
Taking Notes thru the Higher Self 040510
I AM THAT I AM
Joyce
Candace: After a brief discussion with Christ Michael, he gave me permission to add a little
personal story of mine.
Back in late 2001 or early 2002, after some consideration, I was out walking and I asked
that the full mantle fall upon my shoulders. That is the word I used. What helped me
change my earlier plans for AbundantHope, was in fact 911, when I saw what this had
done to the world a few days later.
Then a couple days later, I was presented with a vision of a beautiful silver sword. I was
actually sitting on the side of the tub in a towel at that time, having just showered. And
there it was, hanging in the air in front of me.
And that let me know the mantle had fallen , and now, here around 8 years later, we have
a powerful organization going. Ask for the mantle if that is your desire and don it, and grow
into your true God power in service.
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Waste Not & What's In a Name
By Christ Michael thru Joyce
# 05 Apr 8, 2010

Waste Not
Waste not the many gifts bestowed upon you, for they are uniquely chosen for
you, in the right way, at the right time, for the right reasons. Pay attention
to the hints that are given you to prepare for them and develop them in the best
possible way. I have carefully laid gifts in your field of discovery.
Hold yourselves back from the desire to dig them up and rip off the wrapping on
the eve of my presentation to you - for it is perfectly laid out as it is - and
the flowering will draw your attention. Often it is useful to prepare and build
expectation in the time leading up to the unveiling to lay a most balanced
groundwork - to till the soil and pull the weeds.
It would be good to express sincere gratitude and intent well before receiving
the gift.
It would be good to give due attention as to how it is unwrapped and the energy
exchange between the giver and receiver of the gift, the intention, careful
selection, and the chosen moment of gifting.
It would be good to take time understanding the long instruction that comes with
the gift - one piece at a time as to not miss something that is very important.
It would be good to honor the giving and receiving - and regifting process. Yes
regifting is a most wonderful thing.
You regift when you offer up sincere thanks. Did you know that?
You regift when you apply yourselves to the promptings of your inner God.
You regift when you use these gifts in a positive manner and when you teach by
your actions.
You are gifted with the breath of life and the waves of light and love that
animate your bodies and gift you with opportunities to develop. Waste not. Give
thanks, receive my gifts as I give them, and regift consistently through your
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service. And be assured that you are in service to others as you work this
growth process as - remember - we are truly one.
Taking Notes thru the Higher Self 040210
I AM THAT I AM
Joyce
************************************
What's in a Name? - a message from CM
Let me assure you that there is MUCH in a name - and there can be much abuse
with that knowledge. Look to your own financial games played when the little
worms borrow your names, your identities, and play games with them. Quite a bit
of havoc can be generated by this simple act. Look at what your own government
has done with your names as corporations! Multiply that mess thousands by
thousand fold - and you can begin to guess at the ill conceived mess brought
about by the misuse of the names of the Spiritual Hierarchy.
Rarely do WE give out our true or partial names as this creates so much more to
manage and straighten out. You each - at a certain point - have a spiritual
name that evolves with you through your development and spiritual achievement.
Many of the names you know US by are titles of certain levels of light,
achievement, and responsibility - for good reason. Would that you heard MY true
name, your vehicles would shatter!
It is the responsible thing to do to hold a name sacred. It is also a
responsible thing to use any reference to the spiritual hierarchy with positive
intent - as you draw any mal-intent back upon you with dire results. As with any
door that is opened - you would be wise to acknowledge the responsibility of
doing so with the God within and the careful hand of your guides.
Consider the many sources of channeled information - good , bad, and in between
- using our name - there is much to manage! It is for this reason that I have
placed my seal upon Abundant Hope in this most important mission. Enough said.
Taking Notes thru the Higher Self 040610
I AM THAT I AM
Joyce
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Maintain an Open Channel
By s333 thru Joyce
# 06 Apr 16, 2010

S333 thru Joyce.

STRONGLY prompted to post the few sentence before this and then few minutes
later received:
Now that we have gotten that out, I want you to expand a tad more. My vibration
is one that will become even more familiar to many of you in the times ahead for
we will speak more directly to you individually. Now you need to maintain an
open channel to do this. Answer the phone and check your waiting messages more
often. This is for your own good, believe me. It is the fastest way for you to
get reliable guidance. If you feel a message waiting and the tingling of the
crown that may come with it. STOP what you are doing and take the call. It may
be information that needs to be shared; it will often be immediate guidance for
you. We are in volatile times and instruction will be received at a moment's
notice. So. Please answer the call. It may be from your guides or others from
the Spiritual Hierarchy. WE PUT YOU ON NOTICE.
Posted a few minutes ago:
S333 Hello dear one - can you jot a quick message from me?
Certainly.
Mind the messages everyone. We are not playing games with you here. Brace
yourselves, as big changes are imminent.
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CM on physical side effects of the energies
By Lucia Germ. / CM
# 07 May 11, 2010

CM through Lucia, 11.5.2010 on physical side effects of the energies
Translation into English: Anja Shakira

L: Hi CM, I've got the feeling that you want to answer my questions?
CM: Yes, I've been pushing to the front.
L: As you know, I'm sleeping very bad again lately, I'm very nervous or should I say
anxious inwardly, like a shiver. Yesterday, I had extreme flatulence, I thought I was
pregnant in the fifth month and today, my acuteness of vision is rather restricted - very
blurry.

CM: Well, my dear, everything is ok with you, no need to worry for you, neither for other
ones experiencing similar things. These are the energetic changes having thus their impact
on your bodies and your temper. At the moment, you might feel it more intensely than
normally and that has to do with the heavy intensification of the incoming energies, as
things are culminating and you have to be prepared. From time to time, it will be quite
uncomfortable for your bodies and also your tempers are going to be shaken by the storm,
quite an up and down movement. You will survive it, however (grins). It will soon be over.
Your bodies are being adapted gradually to these higher energies, otherwise you wouldn't
be able to survive after stasis. Also during stasis, this adaptation is going to continue, as
you have to be fit and prepared afterwards, because then, the real reconstruction work will
begin. Thus, have faith and consider these symptoms to be symptoms of elevation and roll
up your sleeves. As I've already told you this morning, the fun is over now.

L: Yes, you did, but not to sleep is very troublesome and exhausting.
CM: I know, but you and I know that you're going to manage it. Even if you are grouching
from time to time.
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L: Ha ha, somehow I have to let the frustrations come out.
CM: Just go for it, my dear one. I've got broad shoulders. You can have a cry on them.
L: You mean grouch.
CM: Laughing - yes, it's just that I didn't want to say it so directly.
L: Thank you, CM
CM: You're always welcome.
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CM contacts our "other" Lucia
By CM thru Lucia who has done some Portuguese Translations
# 08 May 15, 2010

Candace: We have two Lucia's. The one in the list is from Europe. This Lucia, I think lives
in South America, and she has done some of our Portuguese translations. I am including
her Portuguese version in this and this will also be placed in the Portuguese section. OK,
we have two Lucia's in Brazil. This is the one who sent the message, and we shall call her
Lucia G.

**************

After a meditation where I was sending Light to our Mother Gaia, I received this mesage.
If there is anybody, from the light, who wishes to transmit a message, I am here waiting...
Lucia
I am that I am, Christ Michael Aton.
Yes, Iam here.
I am not alone, we have many soldiers standing by to iniciate "The work".
L- May I ask a question?
Yes, you may!
L- I thought that just members of AH were receiving mesages from you.
Yes, you are right. Aren't you a member of AHS? Haven't you been following AH.
L- Yes, for some years I follow AH, and I am a new member of AHS.
Why would it be different whith you? Don't exclude yourself, we need all our team workers
standing by.
Back to the message....
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We are here and we will not give any respite to anyone standing in our way.
I recommend to all of you strengh and faith. Stay focused and balanced in my Light.
Stay attentive because there will be moments that the only communication possible will be
through telepathy.
Now starts your work as "ONE" .
We will always be "ONE".
The "battle" will be won and your freedom conquested.
Be with my infinity Love.
I believe on the power of my children.
I will never desert you.
I Am that I Am, CM
L - Thanks for the honor. I am here with all my Love and Faith to serve you.
There is no need for crying child. For those who came to serve this cause, the moment is
now.
I believe in your strengh and mettle, go for it!
***************************************
MENSAGEM DE CRISTO MIGUEL
Após, uma meditação para enviar Luz a nossa Mãe Gaia essa mensagem foi recebida por
mim.
Se alguém da Luz deseja se comunicar fico aguardado...
Lucia,
Eu Sou o Que Sou, Cristo Miguel Aton...
Sim, eu estou aqui.
Não estou só, somos muitos, soldados a postos para iniciar "O trabalho".
L - Posso fazer uma pergunta?
Pode sim.
L - não é só o pessoal do AH ou do AHS que está autorizado a canalizar suas
mensagens?
Sim Lucia, está certa. Você não é membro do AHS? Você não segue o AH há algum
tempo?
L - Sim eu sigo o AH há alguns anos e sou um novo membro do AHS.
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Então porque seria diferente. Não se exclua, precisamos de todos os nossos
trabalhadores a postos.
Voltando ao assunto da mensagem...
Estamos aqui e não daremos trégua a ninguém que se coloque em nosso caminho.
Recomendo a vocês muita força e fé. Permaneçam centrados e equilibrados na minha
LUZ.
Fiquem atentos porque em alguns momentos a única comunicação possível será a
telepatia.
Agora inicia o trabalho de vocês como "UM".
Sempre seremos "UM".
A luta será vencida e a sua Liberdade conquistada.
Fiquem com o meu Amor infinito.
Nunca os abandonarei.
Eu Sou o Que Sou, CM
L - Obrigada pela honra. Estou aqui com todo o meu Amor para servi-lo.
Não precisa chorar filha. Para os que vieram para servir a causa agora é o momento de
servir.
Acredito na sua força e valor, vá em frente.
Unidos no Amor vamos á quinta dimensão"
http://nossajornadadeamor.blogspot.com
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WE NEED ALL OF YOU AWAKENED NOW
By S333 thru Lucia G
# 09 May 17, 2010

WE NEED ALL OF YOU AWAKEN NOW - S333
May 17th 2010
By S333 through Lucia G

It is 5:57 am, I got out of my bed, I feel that someone wants to talk to me. I am ready and
waiting... the name S333 comes to my mind, but it is hard to believe...
You are pratically refusing to receive me, eventhough you are ready to write...
You are thinking, at this moment, that there is no reason for me to communicate with you,
but that is for me to decide.
All of you receiving us, have missions well defined, though you don't remember yet.
And my mission now is to iniciate all this communications opening channels or means wich
allow us to manifest.
In your case, I know you have lots of questions on whether the TR's are pure or the
translations done are trusty.
Lucia, we know everything and everybody, don't worry because everyone and everything
will be in the rigth place.
Each one will be receiving the messages needed to actuate in your areas.
As you heard yesterday, the moment is NOW. No time for doubts!
Work with your consciousness and prepare your energy, vibration and ligth. This will make
possible for you to work with us.
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I have always come with harsh words and warnings to the dark ones. But it is not always
that I need to give this kind of information.
Today I want you to post this message on the web, it will be a different type of warning.
The warning to humanity is:
We are here like soldiers of light and we will conquer the sovereignty of this world.
Continue working on your consciousness and light.
We need all of you awaken and operative. If it is not this way, who will take care of Earth?!
Who is going to make possible for her to grow and continue her way to ascention?!
We don't need or want to human beings act like babies, not taking their own espiritual
growth in their on hands.
We are higher beings working as soldiers of the light. A kind of work that many of you don't
understand. But, you will with our arrival and interventions.
We are not here to intimidate with our presence, otherwise we would be showing ourselves
to all humanity. By the contrary, we are infiltrated in every area that needs immediate
intervention.
In this planet, where many still asleep, things will be thrown down, turn into dust, so you
with our help reconstruct it all.
Don't you think that a perfect world would be given to you after Stasis!
Those who accepted to stay, will work hard to conclude the construction of a world to be
built in the solid bases of Divine Law.
We are always talking about the time of sorting the wheat from the chaff. The strongest
espirits, those who work their light, these are the chosen ones.
Wake up humanity! This is the call to all of you start working and this work starts with the
awakening of your consciousness!

-- AH -- page. 21

No Ilusions, there is no victory without sweat, there is no prize without hard training and
firm intention to win.
We won't be able to carry all of you on our backs, you know that.
You will have to do your own work of spiritual growth.
This is what we expect.
Thanks Lucia for being open to receive this message.
We need you AWAKEN NOW.
Lucia G: Thanks for the confidence
6:24 am end
.................................................................................

PRECISAMOS AGORA DE TODOS ACORDADOS - S333
17 de Maio de 2010
Por: S333
Através de: Lucia G
São 5:57, sai da cama porque senti que alguém gostaria de falar comigo. Fico
esperando.... o nome S333 vem a minha mente, mas na verdade reluto em acreditar...
Tu estas praticamente se negando a canalizar, apesar de estar pronta para escrever...
Lucia, sim SOU EU, S333.
Tu estas pensando que não há razão para eu estar me comunicando contigo, mas isso é
para eu decidir.
Todos que estão nos recebendo tem missões bem definidas, apesar de ainda não
estarem a par.
A minha missão agora é iniciar todas essas comunicações abrindo canais ou melhor
caminhos nos possibilitando atuar.
No teu caso sei que tens muitas perguntas sobre até onde os canais são puros ou as
traduções são fiéis.
Lucia, estamos cientes de tudo e todos, não te preocupes porque cada um e cada coisa
estará em seu lugar.
-- AH -- page. 22

Cada um estará recebendo o tipo de mensagem necessária para atuarem em suas áreas.
Como você já ouviu ontem o momento é AGORA. Não tem mais tempo para duvidarem.
Trabalhem em sua consciência e preparem sua energia, vibração e luz. Isso vai tornar
possível o trabalho conosco.
Eu sempre venho com palavras duras e avisos para os escuros. Mas não é sempre que
preciso dar esse tipo de informação.
Hoje quero que coloques essa mensagem na web, ela será um novo tipo de aviso.
O aviso para a humanidade é:
Estamos aqui como soldados da luz e conquistaremos a soberania desse mundo. Sigam
trabalhando em sua consciência e luz.
Precisamos de vocês despertos e atuantes. Se não for assim, quem tomará conta da
Terra?! Fazendo com que ela cresça e continue seu caminho de ascensão.
Não precisamos ou queremos que os seres humanos sejam bebes, sem tomarem em
suas mãos as rédeas do seu próprio crescimento espiritual.
Nós somos seres elevados que atuamos como soldados da Luz. Atuação que muitos
ainda não entendem bem. Mas, entenderão a partir de agora com a nossa chegada e
intervenção.
Não estamos aqui para intimidar com a nossa presença, se fosse assim estaríamos nos
mostrando a toda a humanidade. Pelo contrário, estamos infiltrados em cada setor que
precisa de ação imediata.
Nesse planeta onde muitos ainda dormem, as coisas vão ser derrubadas, feitas em pó,
para que vocês com a nossa ajuda reconstruam.
Não pensem que um mundo perfeito será entregue depois da imobilização!
Quem aceitou ficar, trabalhará duro para concluir a construção de um mundo em bases
sólidas nas Leis Divinas.
Estamos sempre mencionando que é uma época de separação do joio do trigo. Os fortes
de espírito, os que trabalharam sua luz, esses são os escolhidos.
Acorde humanidade! esse é o chamado para que todos "arregassem as mangas" e
comessem o trabalho.
Esse trabalho TEM QUE começar com vocês mudando sua consciência.
Sem ilusão, não existe vitória sem esforço, não existe premio sem que antes haja
treinamento duro e intenção de vencer.
-- AH -- page. 23

Não poderemos carregá-los nas costas, vocês sabem disso.
Vocês farão o seu próprio trabalho de crescimento espiritual.
Isso é o que esperamos.
E assim é.
Obrigado Lucia por estar disposta a receber essa mensagem. Precisamos Agora de
TODOS ACORDADOS.
Muito obrigado por confiar no meu trabalho.
6:24 da manhã

-- AH -- page. 24

I COVER ALL OF YOU WITH MY LOVE
By Mother Mary thru Lucia G
# 10 May 18, 2010

MEU AMOR OS COBRE COM CARINHO - MÃE MARIA
18 de Maio de 2010
Por: Mãe Maria
Através de: Lucia

Eu estou aqui Lucia, trazendo conforto para aqueles que ainda vão chorar e lamentar.
Meu Amor os cobre com carinho.
Acordem, sejam mansos de coração, esqueçam a discórdia, a violência.
Meus filhos perdidos na escuridão, mais uma vez, é a sua Mãe Maria clamando, rendamse ao Amor infinito do Pai.
O Cristo esta aqui para libertar a humanidade escravizada, mas traz Amor e Misericórdia.
Rendam-se! Eu rogo, é sua Mãe que suplica.
O final para os mais teimosos, vocês já sabem.
Ainda há Tempo!
Abracem seu Pai, Voltem a Luz!
Eu os cubro com meu Manto de Amor infinito.
Os Amo!
Mãe Maria

I COVER ALL OF YOU WITH MY LOVE - MOTHER MARY
18th of May 2010
By Mother Mary through Lucia G
I am bringing Lucia, comfort to those who will cry and regret.
My love covers you all affectionately.
Wake up! Be gentle at heart, quit discord and violence.
My lost sons in the darkness, once more, is your Mother Mary begging you to surrender,
to the infinit love of the Father.
Christ Michael is here to free the slaved humanity, but he brings Love and Mercy.
Surrender I plead! Is your Mother Mary asking!
The final end for the stubborn, you are aware of.
There still time!
-- AH -- page. 25

Embrace your Father!
I love you
Mother Mary
"Unidos no Amor vamos á quinta
http://nossajornadadeamor.blogspot.com

-- AH -- page. 26

Free Yourselves From Ego
By AA Michael thru Lucia G
# 11 May 19, 2010

Candace: Lucia G took this is Portuguese. She is not feeling well and it's long so she had
a friend translate to English. Both versions are here and this will be place also in the
Portuguese section.

FREE YOURSELVES FROM EGO - ARCHANGEL MICHAEL.

May 18th 2010.
Archangel Michael through Lucia G
Translation to english: Josi S

I was getting ready to meditate, when I felt like somebody wanted to send a message...
I wait with love, hoping that someone from the light will communicate with me...

AA Michael: Lucia, it's me, Archangel Michael.

Lucia: Good afternoon Archangel Michael, how can I help you my brother?
You all need to free yourselves of ego; it is time to begin this work within.
The truth is that it should've been done already, but there are a lot of people still
awakening; this is very important.
We will repeat that through many channels, the necessity of all of you liberating yourselves
from Ego, and in addition connecting with your consciousness.
It is important now, because when is time for you to be rescued you will need the energy
and vibration of love in your heart chakra. This you need to practice.
The Contact with your soul mates will help, because it elevates your vibration.
-- AH -- page. 27

What you need to understand is that the higher vibration will help you to be rescued.
(Candace: Many are going to have to be picked up in levitation beams where necessary.
You must have NO fear if one appears to get you, as if you are in fear, or lower emotions,
your soul will go but your body will come apart!)
Miracles don't happen! Part of the work is yours and it has been said many times.
What I'm saying is that, it's not enough to read all these information that we've been
sending.You need to make time during the day to exercise your light by sending out love.
A meditation doesn't have to take one or two hours, it can take fifteen minutes.
(Candace: when at work, you can take short meditation breaks of even a couple minutes to
send love to GAIA, a friend, or whatever. This is not difficult to learn, to separate your earth
mind for a moment and enter your God mind. It is easy, and it does not require listening to
meditation CD's or anything else. Just do it, you do it all the time absentmindedly when you
ponder or think about something.)
Use the syllables OD, ER, IN, ISS, AL, as I have taught you.
Use the energy that is entering, it will help you to open your conscience.
Everything you need is here, especially to help you.
Now, you need to use your intention. Humanity, use your intention!
Send love to Mother Gaia, this is an exercise.
Your vibration need to get higher starting now, at any moment we can be here to rescue
you, and we need for you to do your part.
Don't worry about the children or the animals, for them it's easier because the children are
already at a higher level of vibration.
We are talking here about the people that are still in negativity; this negativity forms a dark
egregore around Mother Gaia making it even more difficult for her purification.
We are helping with the cleansing, but we need for you to do your part not sending
negativity.
Transform, recycle the energy through an inner reform, expanding this way your
consciousness.
The negative attitude will prevent you from being elevated to the crafts.
How many times do we have to come here to alert you about the same things?
The answers are inside you, inside your heart. The access you have to the akashic
memory is higher with all the energies that are entering.
-- AH -- page. 28

Liberate yourselves from ego and with that, the ascension will happen to Gaia and to all of
you.
We need you. We need your energy to be in a higher level.
Everybody is here working a lot and without a break, so everything will go forward as we
planned.
I love you all very much. Feel my embrace.
I am Archangel Michael.
************************************************
LIBERTEM-SE DO EGO - ARCANJO MIGUEL
18 de Maio 2010
Por Arcanjo Miguel
Através de Lucia
Estava me preparando para meditar quando senti que havia alguém querendo se
comunicar.
Aguardo com Amor que um ser da Luz se comunique comigo...
Lucia, sou Eu, Arcanjo Miguel.
Boa tarde Arcanjo Miguel, em que posso ajudar meu irmão?
Vocês têm que se libertar do ego, é hora de começar a fazer esse trabalho interior.
Na verdade já deveria ter sido feito, mas tem muita gente só acordando agora.
É muito importante. Nós vamos repetir através de vários canais, a necessidade de se
libertarem do Ego e de se conectarem com a sua consciência.
É muito importante agora porque no momento do resgate vocês vão precisar da energia e
vibração do Amor no chakra do coração, e isso vocês terão que exercitar.
O contato com as almas gêmeas ajuda porque eleva a vibração. O que vocês tem que
entender é que a vibração mais alta os ajudará a serem resgatados.
Não existe milagre! Parte do trabalho é de vocês e isso já foi dito muitas vezes.
O que estou dizendo é que não basta ler todas essas informações que estamos
mandando, vocês têm que ter um tempo durante o seu dia para exercitarem a sua Luz
enviando Amor. Uma meditação não precisa ser de uma ou duas horas, pode ser de
quinze minutos.
Usem as sílabas OD, ER, IN, ISS, AL como eu lhes ensinei. Usem a energia que está
-- AH -- page. 29

entrando, ela vai ajudá-los a abrir a consciência.
Tudo que necessitam está aqui, especialmente para ajudá-los. Agora, vocês precisam da
intenção. Humanidade use a intenção!
Enviem Amor a Mãe Gaia isso é um exercício.
A vibração de vocês tem que estar mais alta a partir de agora, a qualquer momento
poderemos estar aí para resgatá-los e precisamos que façam a sua parte.
Não se preocupem com as crianças nem com os animais, para eles é mais fácil, pois as
crianças já estão em um nível de vibração mais alta.
Nós estamos falando aqui das pessoas que ainda estão na negatividade, essa
negatividade forma uma egregora escura em volta da Mãe Gaia dificultando ainda mais o
seu trabalho de purificação.
Nós estamos ajudando nessa limpeza mas precisamos que vocês façam sua parte e não
mandem negatividade.
Transformem, reciclem as energias através de uma reforma íntima, expandindo sua
consciência.
A atitude negativa impede que vocês sejam elevados até as naves de resgate.
Quantas vezes mais nós teremos que vir aqui avisar sobre as mesmas coisas.
As repostas estão dentro de vocês, dentro do coração. Vocês têm acesso a memória
akáshica cada vez maior devido a essas energias que estão entrando.
Libertem-se do Ego e assim a ascensão acontecerá para a Mãe Gaia e vocês.
Nós precisamos de vocês, da sua energia em um nível alto.
Todos aqui estão trabalhando muito e sem descanso para que tudo saia como
planejamos.
Eu os amo muito, sintam o meu abraço
Eu Sou o que Sou Arcanjo Miguel

-- AH -- page. 30

Talking With CM
By CM thru Lucia G
# 12 May 19, 2010

Candace,
Hope everything is fine with you! we are having lots of rain down here, which is odd at this
time of the year. We can see that the plans are coming to an end fast, what makes me
very happy.
This message I received this affternoon, but sometimes it takes longer to translate. I wish I
still had the english in my mind like 20 years ago when I used to live in the US. but I'll get
better with all this practice I am doing.
Love and Light!
TALKING WITH CM
By CM through Lucia G
May, 19 2010
Every day I meditate at same time with a friend that lives in the US.
While meditating I remembered the message from Mother Mary, where she asked for her
sons to choose the light of Christ.
At this moment a great emotion took over me and i ask to our Father if there was not a way
to get to their hearts and awaken them.
And I heard CM asking: Are you ready to receive me?
L- Yes Father, even feeling so emotional, I am ready.
For most of them there is no other way, because it's been thousands of years of wrong
doing and making a lot of people suffer.
This way they have impeded the work of light to go foward.You have to understand, this is
not just one planet in ascension it is the whole Universe ascending.
-- AH -- page. 31

And if Earth was not allowed do ascend I would have to let, Mother Gaia to be destroyed in
favor of the universe's ascension.
And you would have to start your lives somewhere else, in some other way. So this way I'd
be destroying innocents, a humanity waiting a millennia for this ascension.
It is with much grief that I face what I must do.
You are feeling my tears, because I do cry.
I did not want this to go this way, I would like to see all my sons developing this huge
potential inside them, that you don't see yet.
You don't remember, but you are made out of pure Love and pure Light.
Even though you suffered watching all your sowed seeds been annihilated, destroyed, you
still, would like to see all your brothers ready for ascension; or at least ready to face the
consequences of choosing the Light.
Lucia don't cry because the path is all outlined, it was all written a long time ago and now it
comes through.
This is not a sudden event, we have been planning so all this happens at this moment.
We are going to finish our work here and you can already feel the joy and celebrate inside
of you.
THE LIGHT WON.
Victory is ours and I am here walking among you with all my Love, happiness and
affection.
We will start a new world together, where only my Light will reigh.
I love you all, soon will be united. I seal with my love this message.
Thanks lucia for receiving this message.
L- Father is my pleasure to serve you and feel your Love and Light so close, Thanks!
Go on Lucia. I seal this mesage, these are my words and my love.
-- AH -- page. 32

L- Thanks Father!

***************************************************
CONVERSA COM CRISTO MIGUEL
Por CM atraves de Lucia G
19 de Maio de 2010
Todos os dias eu medito a mesma hora junto com uma amiga que mora nos EUA.
Enquanto meditava me lembrei da canalização que fiz da Mãe Maria, onde ela suplicava
aos seus filhos para que escolhessem a Luz do Pai, nosso Criador.
Nesse momento uma emoção muito grande me tomou e eu perguntei ao Pai se não havia
uma maneira de chegar ao coração deles e acordá-los.
Ouvi então a pergunta do Cristo Miguel:
Você está pronta para me receber?
L- Estou Pai, apesar da emoção eu estou pronta.
Lucia para a maioria deles não há outra solução, porque são muitos milhares de anos que
eles vêm cometendo erros e fazendo muita gente sofrer.
Dessa forma impediram que o trabalho da luz prosseguisse. Vocês têm que entender que
não é um só planeta em ascensão é o Universo todo em ascensão.
E se a Terra fosse impossibilitada de ascender eu teria que deixá-la, a Mãe Gaia, ser
destruída em prol da ascensão do resto do universo.
E vocês teriam que recomeçar em outro lugar, de outra forma, assim eu estaria destruindo
inocentes, a humanidade que ficou esperando por milhares de anos por esse momento,
agora.
Então é com muita dor que vejo, enxergo o que terei que fazer.
Você está sentindo as minhas lágrimas, porque eu também choro. Eu não gostaria que
houvesse acontecido dessa maneira, eu gostaria que todos os meus filhos estivessem
juntos crescendo com esse potencial imenso que vocês têm, que vocês ainda não vêem.
Vocês não lembram, mas são puro Amor e pura Luz.
Mesmo tendo sofrido e vendo todas as sementes que semearam sendo aniquiladas e
destruídas, ainda assim, gostariam que esses irmãos estivessem prontos para a
ascensão; ou pelo menos prontos para encarar o que viria para eles quando escolhessem
a Luz.
Lucia não chora porque o caminho está todo traçado, tudo que foi escrito há muito tempo
atrás e agora se cumpri.
Esse não é um evento repentino. Há muito tempo tudo vem sendo preparado para
acontecer agora.
-- AH -- page. 33

Nós vamos terminar o nosso trabalho e já podem sentir a alegria e comemorarem dentro
de vocês.
A Luz venceu.
A vitória é nossa e eu estou aqui caminhando entre vocês com tanto Amor, tanta
felicidade e carinho.
Iniciaremos um novo mundo juntos, onde somente a minha Luz reinará.
Eu os amo muito, logo estaremos reunidos.
Eu selo com o meu amor essa mensagem.
Obrigado Lucia por ter me recebido.
L- Pai é um prazer enorme te servir e sentir o teu Amor e a tua Luz, obrigado.
Segue em frente Lucia. Eu selo essa mensagem, essas são as minhas palavras e é o meu
Amor aqui.
L- Obrigado Pai!
-"Unidos no Amor vamos á quinta dimensão"
http://nossajornadadeamor.blogspot.com

-- AH -- page. 34

Defining Roles of various Fleet Members on the
Ground
By CM and S333 thru Solon
# 13 May 16, 2010

Solon ( who has been doing most of the Portuguese translations lately)
Saturday, May 15, 2010
Start: 21:00 PM
Update
S: A high pressure was over my head all day. I knew I had something to write, but was
unavailable to write throughout the day. I give myself now in reverence for the Fleet
Command can transmit an urgent message for us all.
CM: Beloved son, here is your Father. I see that you have been in conflict between
translating recent messages posted from S333 and Mine or receive the message we have
been pressing you to get all day. The time is urgent and you may not have time to translate
all, but those that are urgent and important place for everyone to have access.
We landed on your shores, and this is a fact. All the Fleet Command and millions of
soldiers from many many star nations who are in service of the cause are in the ground in
order to run my Divine Plan on Earth and its inhabitants. Some members of the group
Battlefront will have closer contact with us because they play the role of tactical information
to Lightworkers to maintain your positions within and outside themselves, that the unfolding
of my plan to have the desired success.
Some members landed on your soil has the task of defending those with the task of
transmitting this information, which is an important tactical role. All the rest is fulfilling
missions of infiltration between the dark lines for the disintegration can occur in an orderly,
safe and sure manner. As stated by S333, the acid will begin to spread by the structures of
your world in many different fronts, and there will be - as is already happening - a
desperate attempt to hide it from the general population. This will not last long.
Those who come into denial when the evidence is present for all to see are missing the
train of universal history, to the extent that this attempt is unique throughout the history of
creation. When I made my proposal to create approved by Havona I did not realize how far
we would go to the evolution of My Universe take place. The learning was to All of us, AS
ONE, but who enriched with it was whole Creation. Great rewards come with great
sacrifice, as you say.
-- AH -- page. 35

The country of North America, the most belligerent country in the world is our focus right
now, but our troops are not only placed there. They are scattered all over the world waiting
to play your tactical missions that unfold the Divine Plan, which has taken place as planned
so far. Other countries that made the choir with the United States by the seat of power will
also be our target, because it is these 20% of world countries that concentrate 80% of all
your problems. These will have fast and accurate outcomes.
Your country should be alerted, including its armed forces, that the Army of Heaven is on
the ground, but there is no need to worry because My troop brings with it My seal. The seal
of Christ Michael and your Divine Plan on Earth. Contrary to what many think, the troops of
the air have a different kind of act that you are accustomed to on Earth. By that I mean that
no Earthly tatics that could possibly fight us. We maintain our offer of unconditional
surrender to the Forces of Light, My Light. For the Fall of Darkness will be smoother, but
certain.
You Inhabit a country blessed with immense natural wealth and cultural diversity that few
in the world enjoy, whose role in the future is assured as a storehouse of not only food, but
of beings and ideas important to the rebuilding of the new civilization of Earth.
Nevertheless, today this country is largely dominated by the Forces of Darkness. Those
who are not subservient to the great 'powers that be' of your world, sell themselves at any
price for your own benefit and for the few they represent. They also committed crimes
against humanity, misled the people and has increasingly tried to enslave the individual
liberties of people in favor of the gang who wats - unsuccessfully - to remain in power.
These, however, has power to damage much more limited than those of 20% of the most
aggressive on this planet. Will be removed very easily, because these are children
unbalanced and poorly educated, they will receive the divine correction they deserve. If
they had the vaguest idea of what awaits them, they would think twice before continuing
deceiving its people. Everything will come to a close soon, so that for the time to come the
best thing to do is focus on the transmission of our messages, be ready for possible
evacuation, focused and firm in your determination to serve the cause. My mantle will
protect you, and landed troops under my command as well.
We will not make our appearance now, as this is not suitable tactical time to make it
happen. We have much to do in the process of disintegration of the old and the new
integration before it happens. With this integration in the new, I mean the minimization of
certain difficulties, although a degree is crucial for humans to learn the lesson about the
mistakes they made to surrender your power and to omit in favor of worldly pleasures and
material.
However, our plans are mobile and can adapt quickly to prevent any attempts to attack
from the Dark, our trenches penetrate deeply into the ranks of the Dark and there is not
only one step they try to have and we do not know about preventive measures.
The universal calendar now puts us under pressure for us to follow a pace faster than we
normally would do. This is because we postponed our plans to try to awake more humans,
but sleep is too deep, and we no longer have time. Those who decided to take the long
way on the road will do. So be it.
-- AH -- page. 36

Our future activities will focus on kill by suffocation these structures that should give way to
structures of light, because the human learning process is most important. Then come the
difficulties that you need to pass as a mandatory graduation in this evolutionary process.
So our appearance still can not occur.
The geophysical events occur in parallel with the political process, social and economic
development. These events, which increase in magnitude and frequency, may bring some
contingencies for some countries and joining other that already occur in some places.
Evacuations occur in these places as needed. The list of missing will prove the fact. The
removal of others to your new address also thicken the list of missing persons.
Our troops, while writing this post, is now finally acting to thwart the attempts of the dark in
create artificial natural disasters in large geological faults locations. Those who engaged in
these tasks have definitively sealed your fate in this process.
The economy in crisis from a European country is just the tip of the iceberg for the collapse
of the economy on that side of the world who collaborate to bring the rest of the global
economy with it. Politically, a country in North America will suffer a concussion in your
foundations called 'democratic' with the discovery of an illegitimate leader for the position.
The Revolt of Mother Earth against the reckless exploitation of your bowels is another
factor catalyst of my plan. The lack of responses from institutions will cause social
imbalance to the point of revolt, as we are experiencing in Greece.
Internal resources of your country and the strength of your society will help to minimize this
overwhelming process, but we need much more waking up about the reality of My Divine
Plan and its schedule and without further delay, so that together, one taking care of
another individual, can go through all these experiences more smoothly. This is already
happening with recent major floods occurring in various places in your country. The
solidarity of its people and the resilience demonstrated can be very important in the near
future. In the event of disruption in the supply chain due to geological occurrences, any
piece of fertile land may kill the hunger of many, since used in a cooperative and
sustainable way. Mother will not allow deforestation and attacks against Her anymore.
Another important feature arising from the floods that occurred recently is the lack of
commitment from your dark leaders with something other than their pockets and privileges.
The population begins to question this, and begin to wonder why they are paying taxes.
This is just a sign of old structures that need to die to make way for Light, dear. Few ever
should have the right about a lot of people again.
Jupiter still should not appear, although we need to use your sun screen to "transform" the
energy coming from the source for the acceleration of the various radiation entering the
planet. We should accelerate Coronal Mass Ejections to some extent, where we will
monitor the exposure of Jupiter for the acceleration of energy does not cause sudden
change in Earth axis, but in an orderly manner.
All these events are occurring simultaneously, because it is what it is about the Divine
Plan. Many diseases must be removed together by many different fronts, but all at once.
Those of you who can not follow the flow of events, may find themselves suddenly
completely lost.
-- AH -- page. 37

The awakening of many will occur abruptly now, because instead of having had a gentle
awakening, with time and lots of love, they unfortunately will receive a bucket of ice water
to wake up quickly. Are the rights and obligations arising from free will, the greatest power
of My Universe. Those lightworkers who know people with severe disabilities graduate
mentally to help the best way possible these beings, because they'll need.
This was your case, dear. When choosing your adventures of conscience in this world of
illusions, while you has acquired a range of tools that will be very useful in times to come,
also postponed its entry into its true role in this plan. So as I asked the first channeling,
there would NOT be time for a mild weather training.
And here you are, writing words that do not even passed through your head, suffering a
great deal of pressure on your crown chakra to cede space to the Fleet manifest. I give
room now for other being that is accompanying me to make your lecture.
Know that, although late, your choice to participate in the ascension process is a
continuation of your soul contract in this plan and put you in a position to fulfill your role
within my Divine Plan. Welcome.
Aton, your Father, out.
S333: Beloved, I come on behalf of your father congratulating you for join the team. The
incisively way I transmit my messages is due to the need to maintain pressure on the
Darkness, whose fate is already sealed. The message I sent in the past about Channelers
and Translators Corrupt was because, in your own country, there are those who
deliberately alter the contents of the messages to give little or no clear trends on the
subject addressed in the message, or perform a poor translation or copy without giving
credit for the work of those who strive to bring to light information to the people of Earth.
And you needed to be confronted with your choice at that moment, a form of selection of
the Tares and Wheat
At this crucial juncture, it is necessary that all telepaths are available as much as possible,
because we need to give messages at any time. The great pressure you felt today was
due to our physical proximity. We are in your soil for filing the Darkness of this planet once
and for all and nothing will stop us. Any attempts of darkness to attack what is ours will
suffer the ultimate sanction, the same chosen by Lucifer when he was confronted with the
Rebellion's consequences inside of Christ Michael's Universe.
You already know who I am inside the Universal Hierarchy, but the secret is something
that can only be revealed in due course, when the Dark have been deleted forever. We
were together in some of the battles in other star systems millions of years ago. And we'll
be together in this final chapter to Mother Earth, who rejoices with your participation in this
event.
S: We're talking about the Orion Wars?
S333: Not only this, but prior to this also, and whose stories are lost in the mists of time.
We have a task to perform much less bloody than these, but equally important to the
successful outcome of the Divine Plan of Christ Michael. The energy codes from these
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Battles was preserved in your being so that the tools acquired at that time were working to
assist humanity to overcome their fears when they rob the unknown.
We are very close to what you would call 'unknown', and that's where it will come largely
with fears. The 'unknown' derives from its deconstruction of the old archaic structures of
power and money. Your society has forgotten how to live without power and money,
because it is based on them that the relative positions of some over others exists. Superior
and inferior beings. What hypocrisy! What will this hypocrisy be when ALL are leveled by
their bases? The characteristics of your country, cultural and social flexibility could bring an
important example for the world, but time will tell, and will be put to the test.
The spacecraft you know as "Aruanda", part of our Starfleet, ceded many of your
guardians for your protection and your families in times to come. Those who you had close
contact with send you all their love and devotion to the mission that you had engaged, and
the fact that you chose a different path than when they initiated contact with you was only
one step in your spiritual growth. All are in place and ready for action with a sigh and
prayer away. All willing to walk hand in hand with you to Victory.
Darkness is advised! We begin our maneuvers to get back what is ours, and what gives us
the Divine Decree will be fulfilled before they can move any piece on the board, which is
already frozen.
I AM S333, and put my stamp on these words.
S: Thank you, beloved, for this vote of confidence. I dedicate my life to this mission.
Namaste.
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Update #8
By CM, S333 and Esu thru Solon
# 14 May 17, 2010

Solon
May 17, 2010
Home 18:14 PM
Update # 8
S: I feel the presence of the Fleet's Command for an update message. I give myself in
reverence to receive it. Follow in, beloveds.
CM: Here is your Father and older brother [grins]. Outside the time you know, these two
qualifications have equal value, both for you and for all and any person who opens his
intention in talking with Me. No restrictions. The only condition for this is the individual
CHOICE of each of my sons.
Let's do an update number 8.The trench of Darkness is weakening.Those who have not
passed on to our side are being continually pressed, and are seeing their support succumb
to My Light. The Dark support is continuously being eliminated and the effects will be felt
soon in the Light of Your Reality. The Main Stream Media manipulation will be taken in due
time so that everyone knows the truth that still try to deny. A pity, because the evidence is
there for anyone wanting to discover the reality behind the reality constructed by the Dark.
Jupiter has an important role in raising the vibration of the planet to accelerate the collapse
of these old power structures. Politicians who will not cede, will get their fate sealed in the
manner they choose. We are continuing the quiet Sun at the moment, because there are
events in the political and economic arenas to happen. Giving sequence to my Divine Plan,
the increase in CME's [Coronal Mass Ejection] of the Sun will start increasing the exposure
of Jupiter out of the solar corona in order to advance the process of ascension of Mother
The Creation is scared, dear ones, very scared. (Candace: I have written Solon because I
am not sure if he meant sacred, rather than" scared." I will get back to this when he writes
back Ok, the intent was scared, as in frightened.) Especially on Earth, a stronghold of
rebels for so many millennia. What humans have yet been able to perceive from the
energetic point of view, their pets and wild caught long ago. The event of a whale attacking
its long time trainer is just one of many examples happening around the world on how the
animal world and Elemental already stepped into the 'Unknown', as stated in the previous
message by S333. Humans have already entered into it unconsciously, and external
events of their world will be in charge of bringing this knowledge to Light.
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Although there is no reason to be scared to step into the unknown is not something
comfortable. Anda there you have your Internal Guidance. Those connected with Me and
all my creation will find the whole purpose of these events, where there is no 'UNKNOWN'.
Only the 'KNOWN' of My Will of My Life as your Father in My Divine Plan being driven at
full power.
While writing this message, we realize that some politicians have given the evidence of our
presence on the ground of the planet, MY Planet. No refuge for those placed in our way.
Politicians and Bankers, YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED! We are already infiltrated amongst
you, and when your ROBBERY systems start to fail, you will see Our Savior hand for My
Kids taking effect.
Our tactical squads are promoting at this very moment, taken important positions
throughout the planet, whose missions are secret for now and aim to further weaken the
ranks of Darkness. Even Dark children of your country are included in the list, to whom
Divine Corrective is Underway.
My mate in command takes the word now.
CM Aton out.
S333
Beloved, put the link on the message 'This is not the time for the faint of heart' on the
words you write, because I realize that you are already thinking about how the followers of
the Light will easily find the message. Keep the messages tailored for your content is
always richer for everyone.
This really is not the time for the Faint of Heart. We are on the verge of explosive events in
all spheres of your existence and to feeling LOST - for our Lightworkers dedicated to the
cause - is NOT an option. YOU Long wanted this, and when ESU put options in the polls,
the winner was 'set all on fire' in the process. This is what you will have. But not material
fire, but the fire of God manifesting on Earth and burns everything that is old and should
give way to the Light of the Father
ESU
Exactly. We needed your vote so that there was an agreement, a formal CHOICE of our
representatives to implement the Earth Force increased from 5 to 8 in the ascension
process. The Force has been increased. And everyone, without exception, is this sense
Strength. It will literally disintegrate any waste dark inside all the inhabitants of the earth,
and those who can not cope with the increase of vibration, will express his dark side,
brought up to be lit .
This is and has always been the tactic of the Army of Heaven, and there is nothing in the
universe that can combat its effects. Follow the Light, Bring the Light, Be Light, Anchor the
Light.
The times ahead will require strength of ALL Lightworkers, our Power Transformers.
Namaste, Esu.
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S: Namaste to all.I am honored by your deference.
End: 18:54

Candace: First, I don't know who did the piece, "This is not for the faint of heart," I suspect
Vince, but it didn't come up in our lousy search engine, under his name, and I want to get
this posted, so I will add it later. If one of you has it bookmarked, feel free to send it via the
contact form!
We have at times before covered the concept of Finding the Unknown, which we are all
engaged in personally in our journey's and collectively as part of this far reaching deal with
the corrupt beings that have gotten a little out of hand in this new creation of Orvonton, it
being the "youngest" of the 7 Superuniverses. Nebadon has had some serious problems
as have a few other Local Universes, and it must be solved or the creation is in trouble.
Esu's comments relate above to a piece I did with him, gosh, maybe a year ago now, not
sure. He polled all of you about whether we would come in strong or gently and I had the
word on the tip of my tongue, in fact typed it and then this whole piece just disappeared on
me, and I had to start over. OK, here it is, "Let it Rip." So the Let it Rip won the poll and
some of you wondered when Let it Rip would start. Well, this is it, fasten your seatbelts!
Alfter all, Let It Rip had to be approved and planned!
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This is Not a Time for the Faint of Heart
By CM thru Dorothea
# 15 Apr 11, 2010

This was posted on April 8 to AHS by Dorothea. Regards CM holding earth in his hands, I
had a similar vision during a rest break on my couch yesterday! -C

I felt the feeling I get that someone is calling me and so after a little resistance I sat down
to take this message. It is sent to those of us here at the support group. I do not know
"who" of the Spiritual Hierarchy is speaking to me but I felt great love and peacefulness
while typing this. Also at the words "unfoldment" I saw Christ Michaels hands open up and
there was a shining, brilliant Earth held gently, proudly in them. Made my heart sing!
I AM THAT I AM
Dorothea

Dear one, it is time to resume the taking of a message for us.
Do you wish to give me a message now?
Yes. We are ready to begin if you are.
I am ready.
This is not the time for those who are faint- hearted. It is time to mine the depths of your
resolve and become secure in the knowledge (knowing) of those agreements you have
made that have brought you here at this time and place. Do you remember them? Maybe
not. But rest assured, you have come with a mission and the time for it is NOW! So ask for
remembrance. And ask for the steadfastness of resolve to find the true path through the
debris,chaos and confusion which will be all around you in the very near future.
It is of great importance that you all execute the divine contracts that you have not only
agreed to, but which you have and are preparing for on all levels of your reality. You may
have flickers of memories. Or you may have feelings in your body that are signals to be
listened to. You may have great waves of emotions come over you or bring you to tears or
laughter or other strong feelings. These are signals to you to pay attention to. These are
promptings from us of the Spiritual Hierarchy, to point out the path through the chaos and
debris that you may find yourself in as the earth starts the process of realignment.
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So create the connection in your heart and mind to the Christ energies and to your beloved
Earth and listen and look and the way will be shown. You are surrounded by help on all
sides. But you must do the walking.. you must take the steps of this journey. We are here
to lift you up. Call on us, we are but a whisper away. This message is for you all of you
who have chosen to help bring the unfoldment of Christ Michael's plan for this planet.
Rejoice that the time is NOW! Rejoice that you are here, alive and awake! Rejoice that you
will see the unfoldment and that you will offer your heart and hands to build a new world.
We close for now with our thanks to you all who have remained steadfast in your resolve to
bring this into fruition.
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Warning of Increasing Quake Activity
By CM thru Dorothea
# 16 May 16, 2010

warning from Christ Michael
by Dorothea of AHS
Hi Candace, Received this this morning:
Hi all,
I woke up this morning with my head and forehead itching. And a urge to get to the
computer. Here is the message I received:

Dorothea: Who is there? I am ready!
CM: It is I dear one, your Christ Micheal who has awakened you to take this message.
So I thank you for feeling the signs that you are needed and for responding.
Dorothea: I am glad to help but at first I wasn't sure I was really feeling a "call".
CM: We try to be somewhat subtle at first but if the receiver does not heed the "call" , then
we can get a little more pressing! You should be glad you decided to awaken and type.
(Smile).
Dorothea: Okay, I am very glad to be here and I am ready to transcribe this message. Let's
go (and maybe then I can go back to sleep-LOL).
CM: We are ready to progress with some of the earthquake activity and so we urge those
of you that live in areas of expected quake activities to be aware of all signs that it could be
ready to happen. By this I mean watch nature such as birds, your pets and the like.
Watch for the earthquake clouds, although these have been seen recently and as yet there
have been no quakes. Gather up some provisions if you are in these areas if you have not
done so and these may carry you through these times of no power or access to buying
goods. If you are in physical danger, then listen to your inner voice and respond as
requested. You may be told to get out of a building or to not go to work on time.
Your inner voice may save you if you will allow it! If you are in harm's way and you are
offered a beam of light, do not hesitate to get in the light beam! We will need to have your
co-operation in this, so again we are giving this warning. Yes, we know that this
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information has been given over and over, but it may seem to you that it won't happen
"here" and I can assure you that many places will start to feel the shaking and rolling now
of Gaia. This is a multi-hinged plan and this is yet another aspect to it. So we are once
again giving you this advice.
Dorothea: May I ask a question?
CM:Yes, dear daughter, ask away!
Dorothea: The other day in one of the messages you said to get our houses in order. I
know this is metaphorical. But could you be more specific?
CM: Yes, dear daughter, I am being metaphorical in the largest sense. It is time to step up
to the plate and be ready to play the game. You are a member of a team and it is now time
for you each to be ready to carry your load, so to speak. And we need for you to be rested,
centered and we need you to LISTEN to your inner voice. It may at times be the only
connection some of you will have as power outages due to earth changes may not allow
for computer access and the ability to get these messages. That is why we are now
updating so frequently, as we will need you to be as informed as possible should the
connection to these messages not be possible.
I know you want to know when.. I hear the question forming in your mind. But I will not say
when as you very well know. And I cannot say where the earthquakes will take place, but it
is most likely to occur in places that are already expected to have major activity. This will
have to suffice for now. My main objective in giving this warning is to remind you that you
must be ready at a moments notice to not only avoid harm but you will be needed to help
others as well. Our plans go exceedingly well. More on that later. But get this message out
now for me to those who are near potential earthquake areas.
Dorothea: I will. I thank you for allowing me to take this message!
CM: Dear daughter, we have given you a rest as you have been very tired but we now
need you back to speed and ready to respond to the signs that we are "calling". Send this
message out. I am Christ Michael Aton and I have placed my seal on these words.

Candace: The sun has been kept VERY quiet again by star fleet. We do expect some
coronal hole activity in the next days. The back of the sun is again active, implying the front
as it rotates around will increase in activity again. They did want to get this other project
underway with the dark ones, so there is some semblance of order thru the coming
changes.
Earthquake clouds were seen over LA a few days ago. Quakes are increasing along the
Elisinor Fault. Also a 3 in downtown LA yesterday and a 3.9 out on a beach west of
Northridge (the one north of LA, not North Ridge, which is east of Oceanside.) There are
small quakes, 5 of them, along the very northern part of the San Andreas, which is
uncommon for this many in that area. USGS has been caught many times by me and
others removing quakes.
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Earthquake clouds are sometimes seen for weeks before huge quakes manifest,
sometimes, just hours before. PLEASE everyone living in quake areas, and some of you
are there to help evacuate others if needed, please keep adequate water, toilet paper,
food, and any other necessary supplies on hand to last a couple weeks if need be.
Ditto any of you living in "tornado alleys" and the like. Also PLEASE keep small bills and
lots of change on hand should we get that bank holiday, under which you will not be able to
swipe your cards. Retailers will rapidly run out of small change, so do not store large bills.
I save ALL my 1's, 5's, and 10's I get, plus all my coins.
This applies to all countries, these ideas dear readers, not just the US of A. I follow
obviously quake activity here, as it is more detailed, but there are many risky areas around
the world. Besides tornado season now, we are entering hurricane season, and then there
is the issues of heavy rain with flooding, and perhaps for some of you, NO rain and
drought. Be prepared and do NOT waste water, as ALL need it. Do not let water run while
washing veggies, brushing teeth, take short showers, water the least possible of your lawn,
and don't flush the toilet every time. We are somehow an insane society to use FRESH
drinking water to flush toilets and water lawns.
You do not need to shower everyday, unless you do really nasty work. Hair can be
shampooed in the kitchen sink, and hopefully you have a lever faucet that can be turned
off during your putting shampoo and conditioners on your hair. If not, dunk your hair as the
water is beginning to get warm, turn the it off and then back on to rinse. It is a good time
to learn to conserve in all ways, so it won't be such a shock when we return from stasis,
and it demonstrates to those unaware ones around you, your care of the planet. Most will
pay no attention, but you should teach it anyway.
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